Creating a video wall without a wall?

SMS Icon Ace Freestand gives you a stable and reliable video wall — where there is no wall! Thanks to the extensive factory pre-assemble it is easy to install.

The design is modular and the product has fine adjustment possibilities in depth for each display — in all four corners.

Choose article number after display size, 46” or 55”, and after how many displays you need for your freestanding video wall: from 2x2 displays, up to as many as 4x4 displays. Of course it is also possible to mount several Icon Ace Freestands side by side to create an extra long video wall!

The displays are mounted in landscape mode. They can be secured with screws (included) or locked with padlocks (not included), to increase personal security and safety from theft.

Cover plates are available as an accessory (ordered separately).
PRODUCT VARIATIONS

C140002-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 4X4 55 800X400

C140001-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 3X3 55 800X400

C140003-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 2X2 55 800X400

C140005-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 4X4 46 800X400

C140004-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 3X3 46 800X400

C140006-2A0 - ICON FLOOR ACE 2X2 46 800X400